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A_STRACT
!/ A limited, et_y lm_ been conducted to es_ablisl_.the pe_fornmnce a_d nol_a
_ charaCtertst_s of s. low desi_tn ti_ speed (168 m/s, 550 ft/sec) low pressure
!: ratio (LOg) variable pitch _an_whleh wa_ tested in the _A Langley 30X60
tunnel.. Thls.°_an_was designed for _Imum noi_e when indt_llad in the tall
_' mount location of a _wln engine alrcr_f_ which nor,ally has both nose and
_.. ceil mounted propulsors. ?or the.tests discussed in this _eport the pro-
pe._.ler normally mounted on the no_e _f the aircraft was removed.
Measur_meRtS showed the fan noi_e to b_ Very close to predictiona, made durlng
the design of the _n and. extremely iOw in level (65 dBA at i000 ft) with no
I' acoustic treatme, t. This is about 8 dB lower than the unsh_ouded 2 blade
propeller normally used in this installatio_. On the basis Of tests conducted
during this program it appears that _his level could be further reduced by
2 dBA if optimized acouStiC treatment were installed in the fan duct. Even
the best of the shrouded propelle_s tested previously were 7 dB higher in
level than the _-Fan without acoustic treatmeflt.
It w_s found that the cruise perfccmance of this fan _as within 5_ of the
i predicted efficiency of 72%. Eval_atlon of the performance data indicated
that disturbances in the inflow to the fan were the probable cause of the
_educed performance. E_haust flow fro_ the simulated engine which passed
through the root sections of the blade_ is an area.of particular concern.
Whil_ a retwist of the inboard sections of. the blade8 on the fan is predicted
to overcome some of this deflcienc_ it appears that the better in£1ow charaC-
teristics of a tractor mounter fan misht provide even greater gai_s in per-
forma_ce. As e_pecte_, the LoW pressure ratio fan efficiency Was lower than
that of the unshrouded propeller but not substanti_lly lower tha_ that of
the larger diameter shrouded propeller and substantially higher than could
li be achlevad with high bypass ratio turbofanS.
i Although the analysis work discussed in this report was limited, the rela_
• tlvely good agreement between predicted and measured noise aMd performance
demonstrated in this p_ogra_ provides confidence in the desigh methodology
used and indicates that this methodology should be successful in tailoring
[
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b _rLngsp_, 10.851m (35.80_t.)
B numb_ of propellar blades
Wing mea_ aerOdyna_t_ chord, 1.490 m (4.89 ft.)
i!i D propuZsordi=eter, m
_ CD air,raft drag ¢oafflcient, d_ag/q S
[" CL aircraft llf_ eoef£1_len_, llft/q S
C_ aircraft pitching-moment _oefficient, pitching moment/q S_ i
Cp propeller•powe_ coefficient, 2_Qpn_5 _
T
CT p_opeller thrust coefficient along Q-Fan rotational axis, pn_4
T
CT' airplane thrust coefficient, _-_ I!
E or E(t) instantaneous hot wire _olt_ge
T
p
mean component of hot wire voltage _ . llm i/ E (_) dtT_ T :
g
O
et"or et(t) fluctuating component of hot wire voltage e'(t) - E(t) -
_t-lb
hp shaft horsepower, watts se--"_
V.
J propeller advance _atio,
n propeller revolutions per second
N propeller revolutions per minut_
PR pressure ratio, _xit total pressure/free stream total pressure
qo tunnel dynamic pressure, N/m2 (lb./ft.2)
Q propeller torque, N-m (lb.-ft.)
r radius station of propeller, m (ft.)
rpm, RPM propelle_ rotation speed, rev./min.
R propeller radius, m (ft.)
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R(_) autocorrelatton ¢oe_fl_tont of ho[ wire v_ltage m_nal
(def_ne_ t_ text)
Rf(_) _toQotrel_tion coef_i¢ie_t o_ _ueCuat_o_ VolcagQ _
(defined t_ text)
_! S wln_ area, 16.258 m2 (175.00Ct.2)
I_iii T propeller thrust, Dca_ (prop of_) - Drag (prop operat_t_g)
u' veloclc7fluctuation component parallel to _trcrafc eenterltne
i v' velocicy fluctuaclon component traaaverse Co aircraft cenCerltn_
V velocity,m/see. (ft./ear,)
_c correQtedl_let flow/_anarea, Kg/(Sec-m2)
alrcraft,anRle of attack,aAC Qorrectedfor wall effeQtsdes
(_-Fanshaft axis is used as zero reference)
geometricangleof.attack,des (&n_lebetweenq-Fan sh_ftazls
_AC and horizontal)
_3/4 propellerblade ansle at 75% R
_f flap deflectiona_gle,des
v
p_opQller propulSiVe efficiency_ C-_ n-_
I O clr_umferentlal pOSition a_ou_d Q-Fan duet in degrees (see Figure 2)
p _s density of ai_
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i_. In _he past, the propellers of Ger_ral &v_ar_on A_rera_t h_ve bee_ d_igned
-_ for _ea_ _x_um pe_ot'eum,_, m:Lt_imum_ei_h_ _d m_ eoe_. Th_s _eneralLy
' resulted in eelectZon of a t_-blade propeller op_ratlng at a h_gh _Zp speed
_,. 'd_J.th-cl,ireet drive p_on.-cf,.girmn providing the power. W£_h the necessity to
meet noise eerti_icatien requi_nts, _he_e has been considerable e£fort to
_ find viable alternatiVeS to the t_o-bl_de propellers. One direction that
has proved SUCCessful iS the use of as mallet diameter _rop_ler wic_more
blades. This causes _o_e penalty £n weight and cost but does not necessarily
result in a performance _enalty as long as uhe in_rease in number Of.blades
and the reduction in diameter is limited. Another approach is to r_duce
noise by the use of a geared e_gine tO reduce, the _PM and thus allow reduction
of tip Speed wi_h a larger diameter propeller. A third approach is to use
a shroud aroufid a propeller. This shroud enhances low speed thrust and allows
use of a smaller diameter lo_er tip speed propulsor. An interesting fourth
app_oac_ studied in th£_ program is the use O£ a small diameter,, low tip speed
low pressure ra_o quiet fa_ (_-Fan). Nhile th/_ device is somewhat like the
shrouded propelle_ the_e are several dif_erences. _irst, the stru_ in a
shrouded propeller do nothing but support the shroud, Support struts (inlet
guide vanes) for the shroud of the Q-Fan also straighten th_ outlet flow to
enhance thrust, Shrouded propellers generally have 5 or fewer narrow chord
blades. The Q-Fan has 7 or more wide chord blades. The considerably smaller
diameter of the _-Fan allows it to operate at higher _P_i than a shrouded or
unshrouded propeZ_r. This could eliminate the require_ent for a gear box in
a lo_ tip speed quiet installation..If a _ear box were required the gear
ratio would be reduced in a Q-Fan installation and, therefore, gear box
rellability problems would be minimized. It should also be noted that the
Q-Fan, l_.ke the turbofan, offers the opportunity to install nois_ _uppression
material in the duct.
The purpose of the program discussed in this report was to establish the
potentlal of the Q-Fan as a quiet propulsor for General Aviation Aircraft.
Both noise and performance ch_racterlsticS were measured in the 30 ft. x 60
ft. tunnel at NASA Langley. Diagnostic measurements i_ and around the fan
• were obtained to allow evalt_tlon of p_edicted versus m_asu_ed nols_ and per
ot_a c . In this report a limited analysi of the noise and performance
-5- i
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"_:'i' A_C_ ANDL_W I_$SURE _ATZO ?AN P_SC_FTZ_
i_.• ' Testing was conducted in the NASALangley 30 x O0 _tmael, Tlm_eet _ircraft
i'_. wag the ¢_SS_a 327 tWin-a_gi_e twin boom air_ra_t O_ _igu_a l,.whict_had p_e-
viously been tested w_ch shrouded and unshrouded p_opellQrs (lee Keg. _).
_i Fo_-Chis test the Q-Fan, a low pr_sure ratio ga_ with inlet guide vanes,
i, wa_ mou_tedin a pushereongiguracionon.the _uselage(seeFigureI), During
[! th_s tss_ and theReg. I testingthe forwardprogram during p_opeller
was not
installed.
i
The Q-Fan tested had a 35-inch diamet_ 7-bladed rotor With manually adjust-
able blade pitch settings and 9 gixed inlet guide vanes. The Q-Fan sh_o_d
was supportedonlyby the inlet guidevanes. Figure2 shows a sohe_tatlc ,j
o£ the Q-Fan, includingthe locationog instrumentationof the model. The
Q-Fan rotor assemblyis shown in Figure3.. ?or pa=_ of the testprogram
the a_oustlctreatmenton the aft duct sectionas.shown in Figure 4 and the
aft centerbodyas shown in Figure 5 were e_posedto determinethe noise re-
ductlon.potentlalof such treatment, For this testProgramthe t_atment
consistedof perfo#atedplate over.anopen cell pol_rethan_ fo_ bulk ab-
sorber. In a flightapplication,perforatedplate or porousmetal over
honeycomb might be used. The Q-Fan was designed to meet the foll_wing two
aircraft operating requirements: !
a) 75MPH, sea level,std.day, takeoff thrustof 587 ibs., and
b) 185 MPH, 7500 _t., std. day, cruisethrustog 248 ibs°
These design points resulted in the following fan pressure ratios (PR) and
corrected(_c) glowS:
Takeoff= PR " 1.043, _c = 102.5 Kg/(sec.m 2) (21 lb/(sec.gt 2)
Cruise: PR " 1.037,a_.- 128.3 Kg/(sec.m2) (26,3ib/(sec.ft2)
The design tip sp_edwas 168 m/s (550fps). Bladegeometriccharacte_istlcs
for the rotor and guide vanes are shown in Figures 6 & 7, resp_ctively.
For the test discussed in this report the fan was driven by a 450 _ variable
speed electric motor. In order to simulate an actual intenlal combustion
-6- !
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", enR_neinecelZ_._%on,en_ne.cool_ng_$_ w_e a11owcdCo.enter the _ir_c_C
via the co.ink air i_3,econ top of the _u_eL_e which _n be teen _n Pigu_
•: _, Thi_ _._r_ dlecharge_-_hroagh_ 3,_ cm (I.5i_ch).h£gh_n_r op_mlng
:__+, ac ch_ and of rhc fuee_e, becwee_ the _n_c guide Wn_ and the COCO_.
" The desicn o_ the inbo_d e_cione of the _n rotor blud_ in_luded consider_-
cion of the mixing oA c_u QxlclnScoolln_a_r flowwlch the _low _xce_na_.co
the fuse_aSe, Which occure within cho duct upetreum o_ the rotor. "i
[
, t
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F_ _oi_ a_d _an nots_.dia_o_C_ in_o_c_on _ obtained t_ this CoAt
_
_" program. Acoust,_c instrumentation included pole-mounted l_i_ophOfle_ aS
._ _hotm-in _igure P to me_ta propulaor-gmt_r_ noi_o. Hnl£ inch _Cuel
,_. & _a_r microphones _ltCed _r/.Ch aatodynam_a_l.y shaped nooe cones wor_
usOd _or the _S_s.
Blade-mounted pressure _ransducers and hot w_re anemometers wer_ iflscalled
to measure _low parameters directly related co noise generation by the fan.
t The pressure cransduaers were mounted at four locations on one blade as
t shown in Figure 9. Blade surface pressures were sensed _y gulite transducers
mounted flush wlc_ the blade s_rface. The transducer signals were recovered
via a rotating amplifier and slipr_ng system,
Two hoC wire anemometers were mounted in the alrstream_ one 16.6 in. ahead
of t_e duct leading edge_ and one at t_e leading edge of the i_let guldQ
vane as shown in Figure 2_ The hot wire anemometers used w_re T_et_o_
Systems _odel 1241-TI.S cr_SS wire probes oriented so they would respond to
axial an_ clrcu_fer_ncial velocity components (veloclties parallel to the
_uselage surface), The probes were moun_ed So they could be traversed
radially as shown in'Figure 2.
DC coupling was used for t_e hot wire anemometer signals, due to the _act
that a _arge proportion of the turbulent £1uetuations occur at frequencies
below 2Hz. The unmodified,hot wire signal contained a mean flow component
and a relativQly small _luctuating turbulence compenent, The DC component
was suppressed prior to recording in order to _prove the slgnal to noise
ratio for the fluctuation signal, and the suppression voltage used was
recorded on log SheQtS. Tape recorder amplifier gains were also recorded
on the log sheets.
The microphone signals were recorded on a 14 _hannel FM Cape recorder using
AC coupling (20-15K Hz). _lade pressure and hot wire signals _ere recorded
on a similar 14 channel tap_ recorder. Record clmes were one minute for
the hot wire signals (when recorded) and 30 seconds for the other signals.
In the acousclc test phase of the program, microphone and blade pressure
data were recorded on tape for the op_ratlng conditions in Table I.
O000000-TSA;
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, C,v{t_'p.:L1_.rc_t: per_on_¢o, _nn permanence, and fan die_no_c_ per_omenco
'; moo.sur,omeheowO_e obc_i_dd ,du'ri_tR this Cone program, The oVo_all _L_p$_e
',L pe_fon_a_tce wo.amoaaurod uoi.8 cite wlnd cu,'mel 9occ- b_,le,dce syscont. The
_" sift}lane Sift, d,:r_A, a_d sideslip fotcoo o,_ p_c_h, roll, _nd yaw momunCa
i wars docorminod _rom cho forcO baldneo d_t_. Q-Fun drivo powo.r was auppliodby an QlOcCrlc eotor Located _n c_e fusolago aed fan poWOr abdotpt£on was
docofmi_od from a calibraCio_ curvo oP minimum m_to_ curTont vorsus torquo.
Pneumatic inst¢_eniatto_ of thQ q-Fan Was provided for aSsods_nt of Q-_a_
per_o_ance. This lnst_umentattoh is detailed in the ?lAura 2 sm.,.mat_
and consisted o_ th_ follOWlne_
a. _hree rows of scatlc taps, lodated axially, On the f,,reie_ ,,'.
_t 35_, 188° and 278° (0° is at the to9 of t}_ :_,,8e) ci_umfore.-
tial position,
b, 3 i_let rakes (static and total pressure L.ps) at 0°, 180° , and 270°
circumferential position,
c+ 1 vane rake,
d .... duct surface taps (along the internal a_d external surface8) at 0°
and 2700 c_rcumfe_ential positions,
¢+ 3 e_it rakes L._atic a_d total pressure taps) at 0°, 180° and 270°
clrcumferential positions,
The Q-Fan propulsion system tested in the program and discussed in this
report included a modlflcatlon of the fuselage cowl boattall configuratlon
forWaid of the fan to match the fan and fan duct flow requirements, Be-
cause of the changes to the aft fuselage cow1 boattail configuration, it
was planned that a test of the aircraft with the fan removed would be con-
ducted in order to obtain "bare" aircraft performance. Due to a limited
amount of tubnel test time this was not possible, and it was necessary to
use the "bare" aircraft pe_for_mnce from the Ref. I test with the aft
unmodified fuselage cowl boattail. NASA believes that the boattail change
will have only a minor effect on the "bare" aircraft performancet but the
la_k of "bale" aircraft performance for the Q-Fan configuration does
introduce some uncertainty in the test results.
-I0-
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The aerodynamic data has been corrected for support strut tareS, bouyancy,
and airflow angularity. These tests _ere conducted with a non-porous
ground board installed in the tunnel beneath the model. Nell corrections,
obtal_d f_om the theory o£ Ref. 2, were therefore applied directly to the
data.
O0000001-TSB01
The a_alysis proc_durm; used _o= the acoustic, data and rQlatcd.di,_gnos_ic
data _nd _ho aorodynam£¢ per_o_man=e and =_lated d_a_nost_e d_ta are
di_cus_cd below. !
No iS_ Data - The microphone data were reduced usin_ 1/3 oetav_ b_nd and _
narrow band analy=ers. A _,a_cral Radio mOd_l 1920 real time analyzer was i
used to obta£_ 1/3 octave band plOts (25 Bz =o 20 kHz analysis)and. A_ 1
wieghtcd sound l_vels. _arrow band analysis _rom O-lO_tz (30 _ bandwidth)
were o_=ained u_ing a Spectral DynamiCs Model 9D 301¢ analyzer. _1_ese
allowed determination of propulsor noise levels a_d eomparlson with pre-
viously tested eon_iguratlo_s,
Blade P_essur_ Data - The blade surface pressures are of interest for i
dla8nosin_ the mec_anlsms of fan noise generation, They pro_Ide information
about the structure of non-uniform flow.entering the._otor as discussed in
this s_ction. The principle employed is tPmt, as a blade rotates and c_ops
through a disturbante in the inflow, it responds with a pressure pulse
whose ti_i_g and length can be related to tl_e location and size of the
disturbance. A method o_ data reduction l_as been developed in which wave-
forms of the blade pressure signals are plotted in an especially revealing
format and sta_Istlcal calculations are performed which carlbe ifiterpreted
in t_t_s of turbulence p_operties, i
Twpes of inflow dlsturba_tes i_clude fixed flow distortion due to i_stalla- i
tion _ffects. or influence of upstream starers and random distortion such as
turbulence generatOd by the motion of air in the wind tunnel or turbulence
generated in the fuselage boundary layer or the inlet shroud boundary layer
upstream of the rotor tips. Tests w_re conducted with and without wings i
at various tunn_l speeds to study these effects on the Q-Fan, !1
To tnt.'oduce blade pressure wave fo_m plots as inlet distortion space-time ]
histories, the w_veformS recorded during a previous test with another Q-Fan
having an intentional inlet disturbance from an l_stalled post are shown
In Ftgurv II. The instrt_e_ted blade chops through the distortion post's
wake once per revolution producing a o_ce per revolution blade pressure
-12-
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pulse.. Th_ re_uZting wa_'eforms from th_ m_d _tado transducer are ahoca
in th_ lower, p_rt of the figure. Each trace in th£_ plot repro_enr_ the
pressure aignat during one r_volut£on, starting and ond_ a_ the instru-
mented btad_ passes _hrough the bottom.o_ its rotation. Fifty=one teaeeo
from 5t consecutive revolutions are shown. Th¢ influence o_-clm distortion
post mounted £n the top of the islet is claarly s_on at the center of the
plot, wltich represents the 180 ° or top location i_ the £niet. Thus, the
w._veform plotting technique accurately shows tl_e location and _i_.o of the
ifllot disturbance Ln the circumf_r_ntial _enso.
In orde¢ to generate Figur_ 11. analog tape data were digitizod using a
special _ioek with a _requen_y multiplier which generated exactly 1_0
equa_ly spaced pulse_ per pulse of the onee-pe_-r_volution p_ppe=. _h_
150 clocg pulses caused the blade preSsu¢_s to be digitized at 150 angles
of rotation. Because the clock output is ph_ locked to the input pipper,
the Samples ar_ obtained at the same locatio, in the inlet du_ing each
revolution. That is, sample number 75 is always obtained a_ t_e blade
passes through 180°.
Hot Wir_ Data
In Refs. 3 and 4, tlleinflow turbulence characte¢Is_ics which are Important
for noise get,oration in fans are discussed. Th_ m_a_ velocity and turbulence
intensity entering the fan Weee determined in this study, The procedures
required to det_rmiRe tho values of u' a_d v' _rom the e_corded data are
described in Ref. 5, from which the £ollowi_g discussion is derived.
_he output from a hot wire a_emometer channel is a voltage _ignal consisting
e* For tllepurpos_ ofof a mean component, _, and a fluctuating component, .
determining the turbulence properties of the flow, e' is the quantity of
interest. However, the mean component (DC voltage) is generally much larger
than the fluctuating component of the signal, so the accuracy of the record
and playback system in reproducing the fluctuation is Jeopardized if the
unmodified signal is recorded. Suppressing the DC component allows recordlng i
e' at a much higher gain, resulting in a large improvement in signal-to-noise
ratio (on the order of a factor of 500 for the present investigation). 1
!
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•i. From Rm_. 5. the prineipat anntyai_ method for determiniag the turbuleaee
. pt'op_t£_S _1_ t_ auto-eoz_elatlon p_oecgure. In or_r go deter_ thO :
li turbu_o_c_ intensity of t11¢tunno_ flow, auto-correlo_am_ of _ho si_na_
il! w_rO obtalnad for the hot wi_e pair.
'i! The suZ of the signals from tim hot wire (_oforrod to as A + B) _as assumed
I:,. to ba proportional to the axial veloeity component, and the dlfforenee
Iii signal (refer_ed to as A - B) to b_ _roportional to the lateral velocity
compon_t. For high levels o£ _urbulone_, these relatlonsl_ipsa_e only
b;
•',ppro_if_ate,but they are adequate for the present i_veSti_at_O_t.
I
In order to determine the turbulence intensity, it is.first necessary to l
examine a typical auto-correlation fu_ctlon as show_ for tlm sum signal 1
(A + _) of the probe in Figure 12.
The cow,elation funetlon R (_) is _elated to the _ime delay r, as follows;
T
R (r)=-_- Z (t)E (t_r) de, (1)
0
where E is the hot wire voltage signal due to flow.. It is assumed that
E is made up of _ean signal, E, and a time dependent voltage, e', so that
the following relationships hohl;
• E (t)=E _e'(tl (2)
T
E"(t) dt _ E:, (3)
O
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!:_ where T la _he llat_od i_o_ dat_ analFills.
L
Than, by substCtuttng (2) _rlgo (I) ....................
_ -
)i; R 11"1= (E * et (tl) 1_ * • i (t ) dr, (5)
" +.'+_
O_
T T T T
,.,,,o-s<+,
0 O' 0 0 I
The _i_st ten_ in (6) is just the square of the mean value o£ the signal,
The second is the auto-correlatiOn of the fluctuating.component° The
third term is identically zero from Equation (4) and the last te_m cam be
r_lected i£ it is assumed that:
T T_r
.i (tl dt = <7)
T
y
The assumption in Equation (7) is valid if the len&th of the data records
allows sufficient ti_e for av_ragins+ The co_relation coefficient the_
becomes!
Whare R' (T) is the desired correlation coefficient of the fluctuating
components,
T
R' (_') ,, -_- [ e' (it e' (t ,__')d_: (9)
0
-15-
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_,ii The corr_iogrnm in. Figure 12 l_ ch_ sum of the auto-eotrvlogram for the
ii £1uctuati_g componeat and the square of a m_an DC volcano (from Equation
_. (9)). Since _h_ turb_!ence _t_nal i_ not correlated fo_ large values ofk
ii_ _, the second t_rm in Equatio_ (lO) approaches zerm and the correlation
,i function approaches the square o_ the mean value, _2.
L_, E is the voltage from the hot wi_e which _epresents the mean flow velocity.
_! Although DC suppression _as used to reduce this mean component during data
recording, it was generally not. per_ectly cancelled. Thus, in the correlo-
grams, tl_eas.vmpto_icvalues were noC zero, but approached _ value _2 whichi,
represents the difference between the t_ue mean flow velocity and the amount
of DC _uppresslon used. The residual mean value was subtracted in each
analysis to obtain the auto-cor_elatlon curve £or _he fluccuatlng velocity
-2
component (this was _Imply done by drawing a ne_ reference line at E , as
sho_n in Figure 12), The mean-square turbulence intensity is p_oportional
tO the auto-correlation at zero time delay.(T = 0) less the _esldual mean
square Value.
Aerod_vna_'.cData- In general, the data analysls for the Q-Fan is similar
to that used for evaluation of the shrouded and u_shrouded propellers of
Ref. i, Computer processing of the data acquired during the aerodynamic
portion of the program was done by NASA, Wall and Jet boundary corrections
based on the Ref. 2 report are part o_ th_ data reduction computer
program, snd were t_erefore included in the data reduction.
-16-
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,_ ACOUSTZC REgtrLTS
!_ The acou_tlc res_Its are sumaxlzed bslow_ Foe certification, the A_welghted i
r
,._ noise level at-a _000 _t_..sldelln_is tl_e.crlteri_m.used-to dsten_ne the
_i a_cepcabillty o_ an ai_raft/power plant combination. _erclore. most of the
I, d_ta presented will be A-welghted sound p_eSsure levels (_or the frequencyrange 25 to 20 I__. Before proceeding wlth the discussion it should be
b._ _oted that the previous p_opulsor tests (2-blade unshr6uded prop611er and.
I
[ 3 d_d 5_blade shrouded pro_ellers) used microphone arrays _t a 19 ft. measuring
r_
radius centered on the propulsor.. As can be seen in Figure 8, the microphone
array was centered,on the aircraft. Therefore, some of the Q-Fan data have
J
been cOrredted to the same measuring distance as the _revious propuls_r tests 1
for ease of comparls_n with the previous dat_o The magnltudes of the correc-
tions are glvefiin Table IV.
Forward ?li_kt EffeCt - The effect of forward _light on fa_ noise at two dlrec-
tivlties iS shown in _igure 13 for the wings on configuration.. I.tcan be 11
seen that the _oise is only a weah function bf simulated flight speed for.
these directivities. The change in propulsor inflow as the aircraft moves
from a static to flight condition usually results in a Significant noise re-
duction. This did not occur in the Q-Fan test due to two factors. ?Irst,
the inflow to the blade row.was always distorted due to the wakes of the inlet
guide vanes. Distortion due to inlet turbulence related to the normal atmos-
phere (which is expected to decrease with fom_ard flight speed) thus had a
relatively small effect on the noise generation, .In addition, the p_wer
absorbed by the fan was reduced only slightly be the change from static to for-
ware flight condltlon_. Therefore, the blade loading did not change eno._h to
cause a large change in the radiated noise.
It should be noted that at the highest tunnel speed, th_ tunnel background
noise is high enough to affect the measured propulsor noise levels...For this
reason, the 72.5 ft/sec tunnel spee_ was selected for simulated flight data
analysis whenever possible. 1
Dependence of Nolse on Operating q?nditlon - The maximum noise generated by
the fan depends on blade angle and RPM as shoWn in Figure 14. The data
shown were obtained for the wings off co.figuratlo, since the range of operating
-17-
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eoodlcion_ available Sa.much groacer than for the wings on co_£gu_nClon
(saa Table I), Tha noise trends in Ftgur_ 14 are _xp_eC_d CO hoZd _or cho
_a_ with wings on _n _orwac_ fl/ghC, i.e., the cho_ge in B1ad_.laadLnRdue
_o ehaOging b_adQ angle £rom 28 Co 33 d_grees a_-2500 _an RPM _hould cause
the _oiae to inerense by 2 dB _or a f;iven £11.ght speed and a£rpl_lne ¢:otff£gu-
raCiort.
Tho dace shown represent the maximum sound level foC the two m_erophone8
s_lected. Analysis of the data at dlffer_nt dlrecClvltles _ay show somewhat
different results.
Comparison q,f gea,s_Ce_enC wlth P_edletlo_ - The noise generated by i_cerac-
cion of the Q-_afl racer with wing w_kes and IGV wakes w_s predicted on a 1/3
octave ba_d power level basis.. _ls prediction was corrected to the _ominal
30 ft. measuring radius for the peak noise location and t_ shown i_ Figure.
15a._, The c_cal predicted s_ectrum is compared co wings on data i. Figure 15b.
_t can be seen Chat the predlctlonmacched the data fairly well _xc_pt in the
frequency range from 3K co 8g, where ic is several dB high. Since the A-
weighted level for the spectrum was controlled by the level_ of cite blade passage
Cone and its harmonics, the agreement between predicted a_d measured A_w_-_ghCed
levels _s considered satisfactory. }_en the wings w_re.removed, the noise
spectrum was expected Co resemble chac sho_1 for the IGV prediction (Figure
15a). The result is shown in Figure 15c, where ic can be seen that the _olse
did not _ehave as expected. This is dlscussod in the next section.
Effect 9f W$_ Removal - From Figure 15c, it can be seen chat the tone
noise levels are much higher chartwas predlcced for the wings removed
case, and are, in fact, higher than the levels for the wings on case.
The reason for the nols_ increase is best illustrated by time history plots of
the blade pressur_ transducer Signals. Figures 16 through 18 show the
changes in inflow strut,use wlth changing aircraft configuration and flight
speed_
In Figure Ib, it can be seen that, at zero flight speed, the on_y regular
disturbances are caused by the inlet guide vanes. With simulated forward
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• :,, flight (Figure 17) disturbances from the wi_s _d landing gear brace
become evident. Removing _he Wi_S (Figure 18) does not elin_nate the
_l_'_' wing d_st_bances, but tn fact appears to cause an increase in the die-
,--_ turbance laver (a_-_-m_dant in the mid-blade tra_tadueer plot_)
_, Figure lg Shows the configuration of the stu_wi_gs whic_.._re used to
. [air the fuselage mounting points for the wings..The span of this _.ngi
i is ab6ut 6 inches, so that a vortex shed from its w£11 pass approxi _
me,ely through the midQblado area of the rotor. This type of disturbance
is effective in gen_ratlng noise, so the expected noise redu_tlon did _ot
I" occur when the wings were removed.
i Further investigation of the wings on/wings off data would g_ve better
insight on the noi_e.generatlng mechanis_s i_ the Q-Fan and possibly formB
a basis for predicting the noise due to other type_ of inflow distorti6n
sourceS.
Acoustic Treatment Effect - The maximum acoustic treatment effect was de-
._ rived from information presented in ?igure 20. Although there were no
meaSUrements take_ .to d_rectly compare the noise _pectra with and _ithout
both the spinner and duct treatment, measurements were made with the
spinner treatment both covered and uncovered. This data is shown by the
:" symbols in Figure 20. The average o£ these measurements was su_ed with
the predicted duct treatment attenuation to.estimate the esti_mted total
attenuation values, These values were applied to a noise spectrum similar
i to that in Figure 21 and the resulting 1/3 octave ba_d levels were A-• weig ted and s mmed logarithmical y. By this nalysis it is estimated that
_. the treatment included in the Q-Fan tested is capable of reducing the fan
;£ noise by about 2 dBA, The _otal attenuation is a fairly rough estimate,
since the treatment effects were only studied at one directlvlty and not
in great depth.. Also,..toachieve the m_x_mumattenuation, the treatment
_ould have to be placed so that th_ maximum noise radiation dlrecti_ity
would be affected (probably in the fan inlet duct and center body sections).
q-Fan Directivit_ - A typical 1/3 octave band s_ectrum with A-welghted and
linear SPL values for the Q-Fan is shown in Figure 21, The A-_elghted
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'+_ level _rom such spect_ wore u_ed _n conJ_t_on _$th tha r_dlU_ corpse- I
tionA o_ T_.bAe_V to obtain the _Tp_cal d$_o_t_v_ty p_tto_a shown in.
Figure _2. The peak nolso iS s_on _o occur at microphone #4 (GO.I° Cram
,_. d%_eetly ahead of th_ _aoJ. lhe nolse lov_.aC the._ophono 4 dlr_e-
_, tlvlty w_S found to control the peak 1r'O ' s_doli_o melee.
i, Effect of Annie o_ Attack - The effect o_ i_ereasin_ angle of _ttack _rom 0.
to 4 degrees is _hown i_ Figure 23. It can be so_n that tl_e m_Jor effect is
an increase in the 1/3 octave band _ontai_i_g the 2 x B_F harmonic. However,
the A-weighted spectr_u_level is affected on_y .a small amount. _imilar com-
p_rieOns should be _de at other directivity points end at the highe_ attacR
angles available (8 and 12 degrees).
_£eCt o_ Aircraft _m_l@,,on.Attack and Flap settin_ - The ef£e_t of iu_reased
angle of attack a_d flaps is shown in ?igure 24. However, the flap data were
taken at a tun_l speed o_ gg _ps, with resulting background noise problems.
It dan be seen in Figure 24 that the background floiselevel is hlgh enough
to increas_ the measured levels at low and intermediate _re_ue_cies. It
might _e possible in a fumthe_ study to estimate the effect of flaps on the
basis of tone levels derived f_om narrow band data analyses.
Hot Wire Result,s- The hot wire anenometer provldQs the mean velocity and
turbulence intensity fo_ discrete points in the flow _ield. The locations
of the hot wire probes are show_ in Figure 2. The probes were installed so
they could be moved to different distances from the fuselage, Four insertion
distances Were selected (0.5, 5.5, 7.0, and 8.5 i_ehQ_ _rom the fuselage wall)_
which approximately a_ree With the radial locations of t_e pressure transducers
on the rotor blade.
Velocity and turbulence intensity Drofiles obtained from the hot wire _robes
are shown in Figure 25. Also included is the velocity profile obtained from
the inlet rake (see Figure 2).
The mean velocity profiles in Fig_te 25 show that the flow becomes more dis-
totted as it approaches the rotor row. The profile at hot wire probe
location E is Very smooth, While the inlet rake (close to the duct leading
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i/_ edge) _how_ more diacorclon, and the veloeity profile At the Va_a 1_d_nR
_: edRe (pj_oboIocaClon O)_ _hoW_ a la_e voloclCy variation from the fuselage
,,_ surface to ghe duct _u_gace. These _ga _re ob_ginod fo_-g tunuol apeQd o_
., 99 FPS _nd 33S0 fan I_M. Further inVoetiSation o_ the hot _lre dace. and
compariso_ wl._h the pressure dac_ should be done co determine the $nfluonco
C of the inlet velocity profile on f_n perfo_n_o.
_: The turbulence lnteesity profiles dho_ at the bottom o_ the figure indicate
high levola near _he _uselage surface (due to the turbulent boundary layer),
i' and n peak in the profiles at the 78% probe insertion position. The peak
at 78% corresponds approXint_tely to the location of the tip of the Otub w_ng
(installed when the _ings were removed). T_e hi_her dlsturba_ce levels
are probably due to the tip vortex of the stub wing. Investigation at Static
conditions, _oweverp would be necessary _o veri_y this supposition.
comparison with Previous Tests - The noise levels £rom the Q-fan a_d several
previOuSly tested shrouded and unshrouded propellers were _xtrap_lated to
a 1000 ft..sideline fo_ comparison parposes, In the case o£ the Q-Fan, the
peak A-W_ighted noise IQvel (microphone #4 in Figure 8) was used. The 1/3
octave band spectru_ for thls microphone whieh is at a radius of 30.1 _t from
the propulsor center, is showr_in Figure 21. In the narro_ band analysis
(Figure 23) for this microphone it can be seen that the spectral peaks are
du_ to tones at blade passage frequency and its harmonics.
The extrapolation to a I000 ft. sidelihe consists o_ adding a distance
correction 20 lOglo _ and an operating condition correction.(from
Figure 14), The data were taken for 28° blade an@Is and 3350 fan RPM,
while the design condition is 33° blade angle and 3500 fan RPM. From
Figure 14, the level at the design condition is 4,5 dB higher th_n at the
condition tested (by extrapolation). The resulting A-welghted noise level
is presented in Figure 24 along with those from shrouded and unsheouded
propelle_s (Ref..l). It can be seen that the _-Fan is 7 dB quieter than the
lowest nois_ propeller configuration. Also the predicted level (done during the
fan design) agrees very well with the extrapolated level based on measurements.
As indicated earlier in the discussion a further reduction of 2 dB appears
feasible by installing acoustic treatment i_ the _uct,
'" .......... O0000001-TSB11
!conf_gur_cion. The Q-?_n Waa _ho_n co bo _ qu_c d_vtco c_laciv_ to ocher
propulaoc_ in this study. _wevor, mount_n_ chu q-F_ u Ccaecor con-
_iguratio,s with oucZeC Ru_do va_oe Would bo oxpoccod Co roeulc in.a ,_gni-
_tcantly lowor noiso lovel than the puahor configuration with inlet _uido vanes.
Tho primnry con_idor_tion_ r6spon_iblo _oc tht._ aco a9 _ollo_.
FiV_t, in a tractor cOnfi_uratiofl the wing wakes and inlet Suide vanowakos
would not Interact wlth the rotor, _o the high l_vels of fluctuatlng li_c
whlch c_use relatively hiSh floiseradi_clon would be absent. The rotoC w_k_8
would i_plnSe on the outl_t guide vanes, but these arO lest efficient radiators. '
Second, the wlnR wakes which ca_ interact with th_ rotor in a pusher eon-
figuration are absent on a tractor installation. Therefore, s tta_tor
configuration might bQ a8 much as i0 dB quleter than a pushe_ installation.
+++i .+m
Ii +.+o+++_ of th+ +m.c+._++.._.++do+both
The dac+ durln_ mo_t a_od_am_c
,+ _orco and p_uvm_ m_asuromonto. WIx&I_ th_ pueumat&_ da_a recorded _
_-_ _uff_gten_ _o dete_nin+ _ho q-Fa_ _h_uat, tt wee do_ided that the force data
l_ _uld be uoed _a this report in order to be coas_stonc with the data
' which was obtained in pc_v_ouo _Os_s of un_hrouded and shrouded prop_llero(moo R_. _). ',l_herofore, _nl_ss oth_rvls_ n ted, all per_ r_nee data
in _hiB repor_ is based on force measurements. ]
Th_ perffor_m_ce data are pre_ented £n the followiflg se_ions. T_e '+Ba_t..=.._c
_ata_.._"section r_ults from a compilat_on o_ all the zero at,_le of attack,
flaps _etracted, wings on, data taken duria_ the. test, _erfon_nCe in _he
"An_l_ _ Attack'gffe_" and "FlapEffect" sections at zero angle of attack,
and flaps _etradted was based offd_Ca taken during the sequence of te_t_n8
o_ a partic_l_r co_gisuEat_on+
B&_'c D_a - T11eingtall_d perfo_aflce o£ the Q-Fan is show_ in Figures 28 - 31 I
with wlngs on, at zeEo angle of attack, and with flap8 retracted. Figure 28
shows.the test static pe_£ormande. T_e non-dimensionallzed static per£ot-_a_ce
data are seen to collapse to a smooth curve, _e maximum ef£idlendy achieved
by the Q-Fan is shown in Figure 29 to be 67Z while the predicted maximum
efficiency level was 72%. This perfo_m_ttcedlfferen_e will be dlscugsed in
more detail later, Figure 30 shows very ll_tle ecatter in the thrust data
taken over the course of the test+ The scatter,in the power ,teasurements
showed in Figure 31 is.probably due to the light loading on the Q-Fan and
the procedure used to establish motor current, This scatter in power measure-
ment results in some scatter in the e_iciency levels (Figure 29).
The velocity profile at the shroud entrance is shown in Figures 32 and 33
_or the aircraft at zero angle of attack with flaps recracted. The data shows
that the asymmetrical fuselage creates only a small clrcum_erentlaZ variation
in the velocity except in the area near the shroud, and that the clrcum-
_erential v_riation increases as the free stream velocity increases. The
inlet velocity profiles were similar to those used to design th_ Q-Fan.
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Th¢_ sr_dientg _¢ tn_et v¢_o_iCy _r¢ pr_rily respon_b_ _or-t:h_r$_c_ons
_n a:troud exit Cot.1 pressures _ho_ _n _gur_ 3_ _ 3_. Th_ sharp r¢-
d¢ccto_ in ex_c cot,1 pressure neac the eencerbody w_li be discussed kacer.
Shcou_ t_cernaL and external prea_uCe wrtat_s w_Ch velociCy at_d
_ 4xtal panic,on ore pco_cnCed in FtguCo_ 3_ and 37. The dis_onCiau_Cv
;_ tn the tnC_rna_ static pressure b_cwoon _0 and 02.5% _hro_d chord rauu_ts
t _rom the scac_¢ pressure riga through the racer. No caps ware installed on
cha-_hroud _t the bX.do t_p.
Angle o_ Attack _f_ct s - The e_fecc of aircraft anglo o_ attack on the
Q-_an. per_o_ance is illustrated _or the 33° blade angle in Figu_e_ 38-40.
F_gure 38 shows that i_ereas_ng the aircraft angle O_ attack Co 12° results
in approximately a 2_ lo_s in e_ft_ncy. T_iS -esult is contrary Co the Re_.
propeller a_d s_ouded pro_eller test data which sho_ed an increase i_ efficiency
a_ aircraft angle of accacB was in_reased. _he Q-Fen performance calc_latio_
also show a_ increase in efficiency as angle of attack is increased. The reasofl
for this trend may be aesociated wic_ bar_ aircraft tac_s. Possibly, further
study of the pressure data will provide insight on the cause o£ the observed
trend. A comparison o£ Figures 41 and 33, a_d Figures 42 mid 35 reveals that
the angle of attack has only a minor influence on th_ inlet velocity profiles
and the exit total pressure profiles.
The shroud surface pressure coefficients are sb.owtlin Figure 43 for the 12°
angle o_ attack case.. A comparison of Figure 43 wlth the 0° angle of attack
surface pressure coefficients i_ Figure 37 i_dicates chat the flow remains
attached to the shroud at 12° angle o_ attack, _nd is nearly identical to
the flow at 0° angle of attack. The pressure data indicates that the performance
l,_velshould not change due Co angle of attack, and thus the 2Z performance
loss is unexplained.
Flap Ef_ecg.s- The effect of flap d_flection on fan performance is small, as
shown in Figures 44 - 46, A considerable amount of asyr_etry exists in
the fan inlet flow profiles and in the total pressur_ profiles at the duct
exit, Figures 47 and 48 respectively. The change in the velocity dlstrl-
bution at 1800 with 300 flap is apparently caused by the _ncreased down-
wash. Th_s circum_erentially asymmetric flow actually results in slight i
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:_i increase in fa_ e_ficienc_ at 30o fl_p deflection, Figu_e. 49 indicates
!_ tha_ the flap deflection ha_ _eduettd the external shroud surface veloeity
:l:ii, at 270° cir_um_e_entlal position, contribetlng to the slight per_o_nee
increase, .......................
.)
Win_s on-Win_s Off - A _omparls6_ of q-Fan per_o_mnce with wines on and w' _ !
if" off is shown in Figure 50. The efficleRcy was based on the _reSSure data,
because the wings off efficiency levels based on force are inexplicably greate_
than i00_ i_ some instances.. As e.xp_dted,Figure 50 shows the wines have
virtually no effect on the _-?an per£¢rmance.
c_mparin_ pressure data taken with the w_ngs remeved in Figure 51 with wlngs on
data, Figure 33, shows _ome reduction in inlet velocity _ear the shroud ac
= 0°. The exit totals with wings-off, Figure 52, are, aS expected, very
similar to _he winds-on total_. The shroud surface pressures, Figure 53 show
an unexplained di_continulty near the shroud leading edge with wi_s removed
whic_may be associated with the vortex flow off the wing stubs.
.Force.re.PressureMeasu=ements - The pressure measurements recorded during
the test were also used to calculate the Q-Fan thrust. Since the external
shroud friction d_a_ and the tail cone drag were not included in the pressure
measurementS, their magnitude was calculated.a_d included in the thrust
calculated from the p_essure measurements. Q-Fan ef£iclency was then obtained
using the thrust calculated from measured pressures and using the power
obtained from the calibration of minimum motor current vs. torque. Figure 54
shows the pressure-thrust calculations to be significantly less than the
force measuEements. The agreement becomes better as the Q-Fan loading is
increased (lo_er advance ratios). The reason for this discrepancy ha_ not
been established from the limited analysis pet_aittedwithin the scope of
this program. A more rigorous study of the data reduction procedures may
provide furthe_ _nlightenment on the validity of these results,
Pre-Test Calculations - _erfornmnce estimates were made for the Q-Fan prior
to testing, and are shown compared to the test data in Figure9 55 - 58. Test
static thrust is about 7% below the design value_ while tak_-off (75 mph)
efficiency is I uni= of efficiency below the design value a_d test cruise
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:: (185 mph) efficiency is 5 units below the design value, Figures 57 sod 58
!_, show an increasing discrepancy between the calculated a_d-the test blade.
_: angle as the _gl_ is increased. Further analysis is required to explain!'L
_i these resulcs_ The _xlt total pressure profiles shown in Figures 34-35
_: indicate that a _all-o_ in cecal pressure iS occuxri_S ac tl_e rotor root whic_
%
_, iS probably associated wlch _low conditions in the.inboard sections of the |
I': Q-Fan. MO_t likely, the quantity and mixing of the cooling eXlC alr with !
li the flow co_ing through the inlet guide Vanes was not as predlcted during the
fan design and is causing the rotor inboard sections co bQ poorly loaded.
Also contrlbuci_ to th_ loss in fan performance is the relatively high
level o£ turbulence i_ the _ngine cooling dueC exlt flow recorded by the d
blade pressure transducers at the blade root and shown in Figures 16-18.
Influence o_ the q-_an on Aircraft Characteristics - The e_fects of the
Q-Fan on th_ aerodynamic characteristics o_ the aircraft are shown in
?igures 59-63. The operation of the Q-Fan provides some increase in lift
curve slope and maximum CL as thrust level is indreased. Aircraft pitching
moment i_ virtually unaffected by ch_ges in Q-Fan thrust. Figure 61 shows
that a similar i_crease in li_t occurs when flaps are extended, The
pitching _oment is a_ain unaffected by change_ in thrust level with flaps
extended.
comparative Performance - In order to compare the performance of the Q-Yen
with that of the propulsors tested on the same aircraft du_ing the Reg. I
t_sts, the shaft horsepower required for aircraft cruise at 160 _, 7500 ft
altitude was calculated for each of these propulsors.
The required cruise thrust for the aircraft was obtained from the Figure 64
thrust required ( - drag) curve, developed from the curr_nt test data for
a 3500 lb. gross weight aircraft operating at 7500 ft.
It is basic aerodynamics that _or subsonic operation, a well designed
propeller Will always bc more efficient in cruise than a shrouded propeller
or fan due to the shroud drag and higher disk loading of the latter
propeller types. ThUs, it was not gut#rising chat the results of this study,
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shown in Table _ Lndica_ed that the p¢opsller ha_ a s_n_iaant_y htghe¢
e[f£eiency _nan the _hrouded propeller or q-Fat1_ Therefore, u_e of a shroudttd
:" peopulsor for alrera_t of this type must be predlcated on tequiremonts :
_: other than perforc_nce_,such ss constraln_s on propulsor dlametet, or
acceptable noise levels. If a shrouded protulsor _ee co_slder_d fez an
aircraft of this type then a high pressure ratio tu_bo-fa_.wouZd p_obably
also be conslder_d, and _or this reason an analytical estlm_te o£ tim
power _equired to propel the aircraft with _n 1.5 PR fan was estimated.
It can be seen that the estimated power and e_Iciency of a turbofan in
this application is considerably worse than _ny of the othe_ propulsors
tested. Thus,if a small diameter quiet propulsor i_ of interest for this
cla_s of aircraft then the Q-Fan appears to be a more e_icient choice than
a turbofan.
The effects of the Q-Pan on aircraft llft characteristics were nearly
identical with those of the Ref. 1 propeller:
a) Lift cu=ve slope was increased slightly with flaps retracted.
b) Lift and lift curve slope.were increased slightly with flaps extended.
The Q-Fan showed no effect on aircraft pitching moment when thrust was
increased, whereas the propeller normal force _esulted in an i_reased nose
down pitching moment when thrust was increased.
._ -27-
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_.._, The _imounc of data annl_d f_om _he Q-Fan cost and the amount o_
k.v, ana_ys.i_ o_ thi_ data was _Wrely rest_icted. Therefore, th@.followlng
_ conclmsions should be co_sidQr_d preliminary u_til a more thorough study
L, of the Lest results is conducted.
The prellmlnarv acou_tlc eo_c[uslons are as follows:
l. Th_ fan mot the noise objectives set during its design. BaSed o_ _st
data the noise lewl was extrapolated co be 65 dBA for a 1000 ft. _lyOv_
without duct acoustic treatment. This Compares with levels of 72 to 75
dBA for th_ unshrouded and shrOuded propellera tested in an caviler
program on the same aircraft. With cleane_ inflow to the fan such as
that found i_ a tra_tOr (With exit guide vanes) rather than a pusher
(with inlet guide vanes) installation lower level_ could be achieved.
2. There is the poeen_ial for 2 dBA reduction in the above levels by use i
of duct acoustic treatment. "
3. Inlet disturbances created bv stub wings used for the win_s-off testing
caused noise increases over the conditions with the Win_s o_. I
4. Limited evaluation indicates that alrcraft angle of attack and deD1ovment
of flaps increase the Q-Fan noise by a small a_ount.
5. The hot-wlre anemometry data shows the presence o£ distortion
upstream of the fa_ rotor. Reductio_ o_ this distortion could lead
to lower noise levels and _ay also improve aerodynamic performance.
The aerodynamic conclusions are a_ follows:
1. Haximum propulsive efficiency derived in this limited study o_ the Q-Fan
was about 5% less than the _e7.. predicted during the design phase.
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!':_ There is some question about the sccu_acy o_ the measurement8 but it
iii is po_sibL_ that d_e_en_es between anticipated and actual blade _oot
ili flow caused some los_ ,n e_ficie_c,.
" 2. Propulsive e_ficiency of the Q-Fanwa8 less than that of the unshrouded
l_,., propeller tested earlier, similar to that o_ the ohrouded propeller
t}' tested earlier, but sisni_icantly Steerer than a hish bypass ratio
turbofan would be £or this applicatlo_°
3. Aerodyuamic characteristics of the alrcragt with the Q-Pa_ installed
were nearly identical _o those o£ the alr_raft with the pro_eller,
4. Limited study of the data indicates that an improvement ifl rotor blade
root designwOuld probably improve the maximum_-?an efficiency.
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